Tracking marine glacier length change in Greenland with satellite images
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Background

Outcomes

Glaciers continue to shrink and
retreat globally, impacting their
surrounding ecosystems and contributing to
global sea level rise. Continued monitoring of
modern glacier changes is critical to
understanding their dynamics and impacts
on the environment. Existing methods for
remotely tracking marine glacier changes in
length involve time-intensive manual
delineations of glacier calving fronts [1].

§ We developed an automated method for
detecting changes in glacier length for the
marine-terminating glaciers
o Adapted an image analysis technique
called the 2D Wavelet Transform
Modulus Maxima (WTMM)
segmentation method, used
previously in biomedical, solar physics,
and other applied science fields [2-4]
o Analyzed Landsat 8 panchromatic
images over glaciers in Greenland
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§ 16,031 satellite images analyzed for 171
peripheral glaciers in Southeast
Greenland over the Landsat 8 record
(2013-2020)
o 17.8 hours of computing time vs.
~268 hours of human effort (1 min.
per image)
§ Discovered anomalous magnitudes of
glacier retreat in 2016 amongst 80
glaciers with spatial variation
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Modified from [1].

Ocean temperatures, meltwater in and under
the glacier, and glacier-specific geometries
influence changes in marine glacier length.
In Greenland, the large outlet glaciers that
flow from the Greenland Ice Sheet are wellmonitored, but little is known about the
dynamics of the glaciers along
Greenland’s periphery.

Motivations
§ Develop a more efficient way to track
changes in glacier length
§ Produce many new observations of glacier
length changes for the marine glaciers
around Greenland’s periphery (n=641)
§ Analyze spatial and temporal patterns in
peripheral glacier length changes
o Improve understanding of peripheral
glacier dynamics

1) Novel automated method for detecting
changes in glacier length for marineterminating glaciers
• > 10-fold efficiency increases compared
to manual delineations
• Open source, adaptable code
(https://github.com/julialiu18/automat
ed-glacier-terminus)
• Generates time series of glacier length
with sub-seasonal resolution
2) Increased understanding of dynamics
and changes to marine glaciers around
Greenland’s periphery
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Impacts

Applications
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§ Image subsets are downloaded in bulk,
rotated into a common reference frame,
and processed using the 2D WTMM
segmentation method
o produces contour lines corresponding
to the greatest intensity gradients
throughout the image

§ Field observations and models of ocean
temperatures at depth indicate
subsurface ocean temperatures are stable
over 2013-2020 and not likely to cause
widespread retreat
§ Glacier surface melt runoff data from
the Regional Atmospheric Climate Model
indicate elevated runoff in 2016
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§ Line that corresponds to the glacier calving
front is selected using tresholds on the line
properties (orientation, length, gradient)
o Threshold values identified using an
optimization algorithm
Ø Minimized the difference between the
automated lines and a manual
validation dataset (n=512)
Image condition

Journal article on the automated method:

Accuracy (pixels)

Clear, standard lighting

1.0 ± 0.5

Bright or dim lighting

0.8 ± 0.7

Thin clouds

0.2 ± 0.1

Sea ice at calving front

4.8 ± 4.0

Shadows at calving front

6.2 ± 4.7

§ Cumulative runoff in 2016 was 1.05-1.38
times the mean cumulative runoff from
2013-2019 for both retreated and nonretreat glaciers
o Glacier-specific factors are likely to be
responsible for retreat
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